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The authors of this “reference guide” to the Ascomycetes, particularly the macro 
species, bring fine credentials to the task. Mike (as he is widely called) Beug comes 
recently retired from a distinguished career as professor of botany and specialist in 
mycology at Evergreen State College at Olympia, Washington, and has long been 
active with mycological societies as a participant and teacher. Alan and Arlene 
Bessette are well known as mycologists who have arranged for many specialists to 
produce handsome and useful books.  

The introduction covers the morphologies and anatomies of the macro 
Ascomycetes enough to enable the beginner and aid the more experienced 
collectors in identifying a specimen in hand. If you can spot it in the field, your 
chances of naming it with confidence are higher than for most North American 
guides. In part this is enabled by profuse and good to spectacular color images. The 
book features more than 600 species; I didn’t count the number color images, but 
surely they number more than 500.  

The images are also put to use in picture keys, which may seem a bit 
complicated at first, but by heeding the instructions on how to use them and a little 
experience, one finds them leading to an identification with relative ease. That is, if 
you follow my hints. The keys are not formatted the same as a strictly dichotomous 
key. Moreover, the leads are in two columns whereas the images are in three. At 
times I got lost trying to follow three or more leads, because some were scattered 
among rows of images. But then I had a stroke of genius. I used a bright yellow 
highlighting felt pen to make the leads stand out. Voilá, problem solved. Then I 
discovered that leads would lead to other leads but finally would just end. Where 
was the target name plus image? Well, it ended not at an image, it ended at a group 
of images, from which one could choose the image that fits the specimen in hand. 
This may sound puzzling, but it works well. If these hints are in the instructions, I 
missed them. 

The text descriptions are lucid and concise and include the important macro 
and micro characters. The images in the keys also give self-evident abbreviations 
where in general each species occurs in North America, i.e. E = Eastern, WA to MEX, 
NE = Washington to Mexico and the Northeast, etc. Then I encountered “A”. What is 
that? Can’t be a state. So I picked a few A’s and checked the written descriptions. It 
can stand for all over, anywhere, America, take your choice. 

Back to the images: occasional ones are off color a bit or on a few a lot. Among 
the hypogeous species, e.g., Hydnotrya variiformis appears to be dirty white in the 
key image but distinctly brown in the text image. The white is likely the rare white 
variant of the species, the brown is closer to the type variant, although its usual 
color is orange brown. Microscopically the two are similar except in the white one 
the spores and tissues are hyaline, while in the brown one the peridial tissue and 
spores are brown. A phylogenetic analysis is needed to determine the relationship 
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of the two. Genabea cerebriformis in both key and text images has a slight pinkish 
tinge, but in fact they are white to yellowish as stated in the text. These image 
discrepancies are rare, however, and could mostly be a problem with the printing. 
When working on a book that had a lot of color images, I was advised by a mentor to 
go to the printer when they were running tests on each page, and if I found some 
that were off color, tell the printer, who would make appropriate changes. I was 
amazed at how good they are at that. In the case of this book, that was not feasible 
for the authors: it was printed in China. Fortunately, the vast majority of images look 
great. 

In summary, this is among the better, perhaps the best book for North American 
Ascomycetes. Not all macro Ascomycetes are represented. We don’t know how 
many occur in North America, but some are rare or undescribed. New hypogeous 
species are difficult to find but are being described regularly. The 600 or so in this 
book are more than assembled in any other book of North American macro 
Ascomycete species that I know of, certainly splendidly illustrated. If I didn’t already 
have a copy, I’d order one first thing tomorrow. 
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